
Sl Username Name of the School

2023/12/05 11:39:33 AM GMT+5:30ssgopalganj@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Gopalganj

2023/12/05 1:16:37 PM GMT+5:30sskodagu@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Kodagu

2023/12/05 1:44:01 PM GMT+5:30ssbhubaneswar@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Bhubaneswar

2023/12/05 3:46:54 PM GMT+5:30ssamethi@sainikschoolsociety.in  



2023/12/05 4:22:48 PM GMT+5:30sainik.kalikiri@gmail.com SS Kalikiri

2023/12/05 6:05:50 PM GMT+5:30sschittorgarh@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Chittorgarh

2023/12/05 6:12:21 PM GMT+5:30sainikschooltvm@gmail.com SS Kazhakootam



2023/12/05 6:32:18 PM GMT+5:30sssujanpurtira@sainikschoolsociety.in SS SujanpurTira

2023/12/06 9:29:35 AM GMT+5:30SSSAMBALPUR@SANIKSCHOOLSOCIETY.INSS Sambalpur



2023/12/06 10:00:58 AM GMT+5:30ssrewari@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Rewari

2023/12/06 10:10:45 AM GMT+5:30sskunjpura@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Kunjpura



2023/12/06 10:49:59 AM GMT+5:30sainikschoolkorukonda@yahoo.co.in SS Korukonda

2023/12/06 11:38:41 AM GMT+5:30aksssr72@gmail.com SS Rewa

2023/12/06 12:27:16 PM GMT+5:30ssgoalpara@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Goalpara

2023/12/06 2:09:28 PM GMT+5:30SSjhunjhunu@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Jhunjhunu

2023/12/06 2:29:48 PM GMT+5:30principal-sses@nic.in SS East Siang



2023/12/06 3:39:25 PM GMT+5:30ssimphal@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Imphal

2023/12/06 3:41:19 PM GMT+5:30sschandrapur@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Chandrapur

2023/12/06 10:52:43 PM GMT+5:30ssambikapur@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Ambikapur

2023/12/07 9:10:43 AM GMT+5:30sstilaiya@sainikschoolsociety.in SS Tilaiya



2023/12/07 10:00:16 AM GMT+5:30ssamaravathinagar@sainikschoolsociety.inSS Amaravathinagar

2023/12/07 1:03:19 PM GMT+5:30sskapurthala@yahoo.com SS Kapurthala



Name of the Activity Conducted 
Date on which 
activity conducted

NIL due to School was closed 
during this period. NA

Students exchange programme 
between neighbouring states 18-24 June

No Activity was conducted due to 
Autumn Vacation NA

Quiz Competition on 28 Nov 2023 
and Literacy Fest on 29 Nov 2023 28/29 Nov 2023



Cadets Exchange Program 11/20/2023

NIL NIL

Drawing Competition 29.11.23



Student Exchange Programme with 
Partner State ' Kerala'

24 Nov to 07 Dec 
23

STUDENT EXCHANGE 
PROGRAMME 29-Nov-23



Special Assembly 28-Nov-23

Know your neighboring State, 
students Exchange Programme 
between SS Kunjpura and SS 
Kapurthala 27-30 Nov 2023



Motivational Tour to Historical Place 28-Nov-23

Visit to neighbouring state 
(Maharashtra) 24 Oct-02Nov 23

Know your neighbouring state Aug-23

Nil NA

Know your Neighbouring State 
activity is planned to be conducted 
in the month of December 2023 NA



Nil NA

Legal Awareness Seminar 28-Nov-23

Know your partner state 18-Nov-23

Nil NA



Nil Nil

Know your neighbouring State
27Nov 2023 to 
30 Nov 2023



Small Write-up (250 words) on activity(s) conducted Number of Students Participated

NA NA

54 cadets visited Sainik School Kalikiri and took part in South Zone Sports 
Meet wherein cadets took part in sports and cultural activities hosted by 
SS Kalikiri.  It is also planned to send 70 cadets of class 12 to visit Air 
Force Academy , Hyderabad to motivate our cadets to join Indian Air 
Force and provide first hand exposure to Indian Air Force 54

NA NA

Order to strengthen the unity and integrity in India under the EBSB, along 
with promoting a proper understanding of cultural, geographical, political 
glimpse and traditional values of paired state Nagaland and letter writing 
in English, Hindi and Regional Language to expressing or disseminating 
knowledge about the partner state Nagaland among the cadets, SS 
Amethi organized Quiz on 28 Nov 2023 at Mini Auditorium and Letter 
writing activity on 29 Nov 2023 based on theme Literacy Fest. All the 
cadets were influenced and motivated to appreciate the cultural, regional 
and linguistic diversities as India represents â€˜Unity in Diversityâ€™. All 
the cadets were impressed and inspired while participating in the Literacy 
Fest. on 28 Nov 2023 - No of participated cadets - 329, on 29 Nov 2023 - No of participated cadets - 328



The cadet exchange program between Sainik School Kodagu and Sainik 
School Kalikiri, as a component of the EK Bharat Shrestha Bharat 
program, was a resounding success, fostering cultural exchange and 
mutual understanding.  During the exchange, cadets from Sainik School 
Kodagu and Kalikiri immersed themselves in the rich cultural tapestry. 
Both institutions showcased their distinct cultural heritage, traditions, and 
values, providing a platform for students to appreciate the diversity within 
their own country.  The interaction extended beyond mere cultural 
displays, delving into the nuances of faith, beliefs, and lifestyle. Cadets 
engaged in traditional folk dances, further enhancing their understanding 
of each other's cultural roots. This cultural exchange not only broadened 
their perspectives but also nurtured a sense of unity in diversity.  One of 
the highlights was the exploration of traditional food styles. Cadets had 
the opportunity to savor regional delicacies, creating a gastronomic bridge 
that strengthened the bonds formed during the program.  This exchange 
not only contributed to cultural enrichment but also promoted camaraderie 
among students from different states. It stands as a testament to the 
potential of such programs in fostering national unity and promoting a 
sense of shared identity among the youth of our diverse nation. 50

NIL DUE TO AUTUMN BREAK VACATION NO ACTIVITY CONDUCTED

25 cadets of Sainik School Kazhakootam and 10 cadets of Himachal 
Pradesh participated in the Drawing Competition.  Educational trips were 
conducted for students alongwith the HP other state students.  Language 
classes were conducted.  On 05.12.23, culinary activities like making of 
southern food items like  idiappam, avial, payasam were done. 35



As part of  the scheduled acitivities under the  EBSB calendar of events 
for the year 2023, a Student Exchange Programme was conducted with 
the partner state, Kerala from 24 Nov, 2023 to 7 Dec, 2023 wherein 10 
cadets of class VIII of our school visited Sainik School Kazakootam, 
Kerala to explore and get acquainted with the culture, language and 
traditions of the state. The host school accorded a warm welcome to the 
Sujanpur Tira Team and  organized various activities and trips for the 
visiting cadets to the nearby places of historical, cultural and scientific 
importance. Among the places visited,  were the VSSC & Sree 
Padmanabhswamy temple, Priyadarshini Planetorium, Zoo and Nature 
Park etc. Apart from the regular school routine followed by the cadets, 
there were special language classes held for the cadets of both the 
schools wherein the students of Kerala & Himachal learned the pahari 
and malayalam  languages respectively.  The Sujanians attended regular 
classes along  with their Kazak counterparts and   participated in 
classroom interaction which was mostly in hindi, malayalam and english 
languages. There was also a demonstration class of Art & craft for the 
cadets where they learned various tricks and techniques like mixing of 
colours, shading etc. in drawing & painting.  Besides this,speeches and  
quiz competitions were also conducted for the cadets of both the schools. 
A cultural eve has been planned on 07 Dec, 2023 where the cadets of the 
participating  schools will showcase their unique culture in the form of  folk 
songs, PPTs and dance performances. It has been an altogether learning 
and enriching  experience for students of both the schools as they got to 
see the things by themselves and learnt a lot about each other's culture. 10

n the month of November, 40 Yuva Sangam Delegates from Kerala 
visited Sainik School Sambalpur on 29 November and interacted with 
cadets in the school. The delegates were taken around the school and 
were told about the culture and practices of the state and the school. The 
cadets had an interactive session with the delegates from Kerala who 
ranged from college students to working professionals. It was an amusing 
experience for the cadets and the delegates to know more about each 
other's culture. The delegates also got to know more about Sainik 
Schools as wel 35



1. A special assembly was conducted in the month of Nov 2023 on the 
theme/topic â€œFestivals, Food and cuisine of our partner state Andhra 
Pradeshâ€ . The â€œEk Bharat Shrestha Bharatâ  € special assembly 
celebrated the rich cultural exchange between partner states, focusing on 
Andhra Pradesh. The theme centered around the diverse festivals of 
Andhra Pradesh, showcasing the state's vibrant traditions. Cadet Neeraj 
(S. No. 1056)  of class X and cadet Mannu Kumar (S. No. 1954) of class 
IX presented captivating speeches on festivals i.e.  Pongal, Ugadi, and 
other celebrations, emphasizing the unity in diversity. The event also 
highlighted the culinary heritage of Andhra Pradesh, with a special focus 
on its distinctive food cuisine. Mouthwatering dishes like spicy Andhra 
biryani, Pappu Charu, and Ariselu were explained, providing a sensory 
experience of the state's gastronomic delights. The assembly successfully 
fostered cultural appreciation, fostering a sense of oneness among 
students by exploring the colorful festivals and flavors of Andhra Pradesh.  

  2.On this occasion prizes and certificates were given to the assembly 
speakers.  Wg Cdr Sunaina Chahar, Offg Principal addressed the cadets 
and encouraged them to participate more in such events to understand 
the culture of our partner state Andhra Pradesh. A total of 350 cadets 
participated in the above events. 350

12 Girl Cadets from SSKP and 09 Girl Cadets of SS Kunjpura Visited 
each otherâ€™s school to exchange their views regarding the cultural 
aspects and the culinary aspect of the neighboring State, Punjab. The girl 
cadets of both the schools interacted with each other and talked about the 
similarities in the life style of the people of both the states. The girl cadets 
from SSKP were shown a Video and PPT to focus on the peculiar aspects 
of Haryanvi culture and traditions. 12 cadets of SS Kapurthal & 09 Cadets of SS Kunjpura



Cadets of class VII visited Thotla Konda(Buddhist Monument) near 
visakhapatnam escorted by 03 staff members. 87

Ref to the EBSB calender Sainik School Rewa assigned the task to visit 
neighbouring state ie Maharashtra.The cadets of Sainik School Rewa of 
class 11 was planned to visit National Defence Academy Pune, National 
War Memorial,CME,INS Shivaji, Cave temple, BGE & OTA kamptee.On 
24 Oct 23 Cadets of Class 11 proceed for the educational tour to 
NDA.The i/c tour Sh Belapur Nagesh, Sh TM Rao & Sh RPM 
Tripathi.Cadets were prevalaged to see the passing out parade.Cadets 
met their seniors in the NDA.Party was organised by the Seniors 
(Excadets).Stay for the cadets was arranged at BEG regimental centre 
Pune.Theirafter cadets visited CME, INS Shivaji, Cave temple & 
Museum.After visiting cadets also visited the APTC Centre  &  beck to 
Nagpur .Cadets on the way visited Kamptee OTA Ncc & enjoyed the 
day.On 02 Dec 23 cadets return beck to School.3c 86
The Cultural Exchange Programme between S S Goalpara and  SS 
Chittorgarh (Partner state)  proved to be a resounding success, fostering 
cultural exchange, educational enrichment, and mutual respect among 
the students. The experiences gained during this programme will 
undoubtedly contribute to the holistic development of the participating 
students.  We appreciate the opportunity for our students to participate in 
such enriching programmes and look forward to more collaborative 
initiatives in the future. 10 cadets

NA NA

NA NA



As a part of EBSB, students exchange programme between neighbouring 
States / UT under the activity title " Know Your Neighbouring State" is to 
be conducted. However, due to the prevailing law & order situation in the 
state , curfew is imposed by the State Govt. and there is restricted in 
movement by various civil society organization. Hence, the activity could 
not be conducted. NA

In an effort to educate and empower the young minds of Sainik School 
Chandrapur, a comprehensive seminar on the Protection of Children from 
Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act and Drug Abuse was conducted. The 
event was organised by the District Legal Services Authority.  The 
seminar commenced with an introduction of the key speakers,  Mr. Sumit 
Kumar Joshi, Secretary of DLSA Chandrapur, and Mr. Anupam Sharma, 
President of TLSC Ballarpur emphasizing the importance of awareness 
and education on critical legal matters affecting todayâ€™s youth. Mr. 
Anupam Sharma, President of TLSC Ballarpur, engaged the audience 
with a compelling discourse on the prevalent issue of drug abuse among 
adolescents. His informative session delved into the repercussions of 
substance abuse, its legal ramifications, and avenues for seeking help 
and rehabilitation.  Following him,  Mr. Sumit Vijaykumar Joshi, Secretary 
of DLSA Chandrapur, took the podium, delivering an insightful session on 
the provisions and significance of the POCSO Act. His expertise shed 
light on legal rights, protections, and the protocol to combat and report 
incidents related to child sexual abuse.   The event concluded with the 
presenting mementos to the speakers by the Principal Sainik School in 
the presence of cadets and staff. The impact of this awareness 
programme is expected to resonate within the school community, 
fostering a deeper understanding of legal rights and responsibilities 
regarding child protection and drug abuse prevention. 428

The cadets of the school were given a introduction and familiarisation of 
the state of Gujarat using various resources like video documentaries, 
cuisines, art forms and folk traditions. Various groups of cadets from the 
school's cultural and media clubs prepared and presented programmes 
and seminal lectures copvering all the facets of the state of Gujarat. 121

Nil activity conducted in the month of Nov 23, since this School was 
observing Autumn Vacation from 20 Oct to 24 Nov 2023. NA



School observed Vacation till 20 Nov 23.  Therefore student exchange 
programme with neighbouring states/union territories was not conducted.  
The same is being planned in December.  0

A team comprising nine enthusiastic girl cadets, along with Mrs. Suman 
Sinha, TGT Science, embarked on a momentous excursion to Sainik 
School Kapurthala, spanning from the 27th of November 2023 to the 30th 
of November 2023. This venture was orchestrated under the Ek Bharat 
Shreshtha Bharat initiative, a laudable pursuit championed by the 
Government of India. During their sojourn, the girl cadets traversed 
notable landmarks including the Jallianwala Bagh, the Golden Temple, 
the BSF museum, and the Wahga Border, all within the ambit of a 
meticulously planned program. Additionally, they were privileged with an 
exclusive tour of the magnificent Jagatjit Palace, an architectural gem 
which proudly houses Sainik School Kapurthala. The cadets were not only 
mesmerized by the ambiance of the school's campus but also enjoyed the 
enriching camaraderie fostered through meaningful interactions with their 
counterparts from SS Kapurthala. 09+01 (Staff)
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Sl. Name of the 
School

Name of the Activity 
Conducted 

Date on which 
activity 

conducted
Small Write-up (250 words) on activity(s) conducted 

1 SS Gopalganj NIL due to School was closed 
during this period. NA NA

2

SS Kodagu
Students exchange 
programme between 
neighbouring states

18-24 June

54 cadets visited Sainik School Kalikiri and took part in South Zone Sports Meet wherein cadets 
took part in sports and cultural activities hosted by SS Kalikiri.  It is also planned to send 70 
cadets of class 12 to visit Air Force Academy , Hyderabad to motivate our cadets to join Indian Air 
Force and provide first hand exposure to Indian Air Force

3 SS Bhubaneswar No Activity was conducted 
due to Autumn Vacation NA NA

4

Amethi
Quiz Competition on 28 Nov 
2023 and Literacy Fest on 29 
Nov 2023

28/29 Nov 2023

Order to strengthen the unity and integrity in India under the EBSB, along with promoting a proper 
understanding of cultural, geographical, political glimpse and traditional values of paired state 
Nagaland and letter writing in English, Hindi and Regional Language to expressing or 
disseminating knowledge about the partner state Nagaland among the cadets, SS Amethi 
organized Quiz on 28 Nov 2023 at Mini Auditorium and Letter writing activity on 29 Nov 2023 
based on theme Literacy Fest. All the cadets were influenced and motivated to appreciate the 
cultural, regional and linguistic diversities as India represents ˜Unity in Diversity. All the cadets 
were impressed and inspired while participating in the Literacy Fest. 

5

SS Kalikiri Cadets Exchange Program 11/20/2023

The cadet exchange program between Sainik School Kodagu and Sainik School Kalikiri, as a 
component of the EK Bharat Shrestha Bharat program, was a resounding success, fostering 
cultural exchange and mutual understanding.  During the exchange, cadets from Sainik School 
Kodagu and Kalikiri immersed themselves in the rich cultural tapestry. Both institutions showcased 
their distinct cultural heritage, traditions, and values, providing a platform for students to 
appreciate the diversity within their own country.  The interaction extended beyond mere cultural 
displays, delving into the nuances of faith, beliefs, and lifestyle. Cadets engaged in traditional folk 
dances, further enhancing their understanding of each other's cultural roots. This cultural 
exchange not only broadened their perspectives but also nurtured a sense of unity in diversity.  
One of the highlights was the exploration of traditional food styles. Cadets had the opportunity to 
savor regional delicacies, creating a gastronomic bridge that strengthened the bonds formed 
during the program.  This exchange not only contributed to cultural enrichment but also promoted 
camaraderie among students from different states. It stands as a testament to the potential of 
such programs in fostering national unity and promoting a sense of shared identity among the 
youth of our diverse nation.



6

SS Chittorgarh NIL NIL NIL

7

SS Kazhakootam Drawing Competition 29.11.23

25 cadets of Sainik School Kazhakootam and 10 cadets of Himachal Pradesh participated in the 
Drawing Competition.  Educational trips were conducted for students alongwith the HP other state 
students.  Language classes were conducted.  On 05.12.23, culinary activities like making of 
southern food items like  idiappam, avial, payasam were done.

8

SS SujanpurTira
Student Exchange 
Programme with Partner 
State ' Kerala'

24 Nov to 07 Dec 
23

As part of  the scheduled acitivities under the  EBSB calendar of events for the year 2023, a 
Student Exchange Programme was conducted with the partner state, Kerala from 24 Nov, 2023 to 
7 Dec, 2023 wherein 10 cadets of class VIII of our school visited Sainik School Kazakootam, 
Kerala to explore and get acquainted with the culture, language and traditions of the state. The 
host school accorded a warm welcome to the Sujanpur Tira Team and  organized various 
activities and trips for the visiting cadets to the nearby places of historical, cultural and scientific 
importance. Among the places visited,  were the VSSC & Sree Padmanabhswamy temple, 
Priyadarshini Planetorium, Zoo and Nature Park etc. Apart from the regular school routine 
followed by the cadets, there were special language classes held for the cadets of both the 
schools wherein the students of Kerala & Himachal learned the pahari and malayalam  languages 
respectively.  The Sujanians attended regular classes along  with their Kazak counterparts and   
participated in classroom interaction which was mostly in hindi, malayalam and english languages. 
There was also a demonstration class of Art & craft for the cadets where they learned various 
tricks and techniques like mixing of colours, shading etc. in drawing & painting.  Besides 
this,speeches and  quiz competitions were also conducted for the cadets of both the schools. A 
cultural eve has been planned on 07 Dec, 2023 where the cadets of the participating  schools will 
showcase their unique culture in the form of  folk songs, PPTs and dance performances. It has 
been an altogether learning and enriching  experience for students of both the schools as they got 
to see the things by themselves and learnt a lot about each other's culture.

9

SS Sambalpur STUDENT EXCHANGE 
PROGRAMME 29-Nov-23

n the month of November, 40 Yuva Sangam Delegates from Kerala visited Sainik School 
Sambalpur on 29 November and interacted with cadets in the school. The delegates were taken 
around the school and were told about the culture and practices of the state and the school. The 
cadets had an interactive session with the delegates from Kerala who ranged from college 
students to working professionals. It was an amusing experience for the cadets and the delegates 
to know more about each other's culture. The delegates also got to know more about Sainik 
Schools as wel



10

SS Rewari Special Assembly 28-Nov-23

1. A special assembly was conducted in the month of Nov 2023 on the theme/topic â€œFestivals, 
Food and cuisine of our partner state Andhra Pradeshâ€ . The â€œEk Bharat Shrestha Bharatâ  € 
special assembly celebrated the rich cultural exchange between partner states, focusing on 
Andhra Pradesh. The theme centered around the diverse festivals of Andhra Pradesh, showcasing 
the state's vibrant traditions. Cadet Neeraj (S. No. 1056)  of class X and cadet Mannu Kumar (S. 
No. 1954) of class IX presented captivating speeches on festivals i.e.  Pongal, Ugadi, and other 
celebrations, emphasizing the unity in diversity. The event also highlighted the culinary heritage of 
Andhra Pradesh, with a special focus on its distinctive food cuisine. Mouthwatering dishes like 
spicy Andhra biryani, Pappu Charu, and Ariselu were explained, providing a sensory experience of 
the state's gastronomic delights. The assembly successfully fostered cultural appreciation, 
fostering a sense of oneness among students by exploring the colorful festivals and flavors of 

 Andhra Pradesh.  2.On this occasion prizes and certificates were given to the assembly 
speakers.  Wg Cdr Sunaina Chahar, Offg Principal addressed the cadets and encouraged them to 
participate more in such events to understand the culture of our partner state Andhra Pradesh. A 
total of 350 cadets participated in the above events.

11

SS Kunjpura

Know your neighboring State, 
students Exchange 
Programme between SS 
Kunjpura and SS Kapurthala

27-30 Nov 2023

12 Girl Cadets from SSKP and 09 Girl Cadets of SS Kunjpura Visited each otherâ€™s school to 
exchange their views regarding the cultural aspects and the culinary aspect of the neighboring 
State, Punjab. The girl cadets of both the schools interacted with each other and talked about the 
similarities in the life style of the people of both the states. The girl cadets from SSKP were shown 
a Video and PPT to focus on the peculiar aspects of Haryanvi culture and traditions.

12
SS Korukonda Motivational Tour to Historical 

Place 28-Nov-23 Cadets of class VII visited Thotla Konda(Buddhist Monument) near visakhapatnam escorted by 03 
staff members.

13

SS Rewa Visit to neighbouring state 
(Maharashtra) 24 Oct-02Nov 23

Ref to the EBSB calender Sainik School Rewa assigned the task to visit neighbouring state ie 
Maharashtra.The cadets of Sainik School Rewa of class 11 was planned to visit National Defence 
Academy Pune, National War Memorial,CME,INS Shivaji, Cave temple, BGE & OTA kamptee.On 
24 Oct 23 Cadets of Class 11 proceed for the educational tour to NDA.The i/c tour Sh Belapur 
Nagesh, Sh TM Rao & Sh RPM Tripathi.Cadets were prevalaged to see the passing out 
parade.Cadets met their seniors in the NDA.Party was organised by the Seniors (Excadets).Stay 
for the cadets was arranged at BEG regimental centre Pune.Theirafter cadets visited CME, INS 
Shivaji, Cave temple & Museum.After visiting cadets also visited the APTC Centre  &  beck to 
Nagpur .Cadets on the way visited Kamptee OTA Ncc & enjoyed the day.On 02 Dec 23 cadets 
return beck to School.3c 

14

SS Goalpara Know your neighbouring state Aug-23

The Cultural Exchange Programme between S S Goalpara and  SS Chittorgarh (Partner state)  
proved to be a resounding success, fostering cultural exchange, educational enrichment, and 
mutual respect among the students. The experiences gained during this programme will 
undoubtedly contribute to the holistic development of the participating students.  We appreciate 
the opportunity for our students to participate in such enriching programmes and look forward to 
more collaborative initiatives in the future.

15 SS Jhunjhunu Nil NA NA



16

SS East Siang

Know your Neighbouring 
State activity is planned to be 
conducted in the month of 
December 2023

NA NA

17

SS Imphal Nil NA

As a part of EBSB, students exchange programme between neighbouring States / UT under the 
activity title " Know Your Neighbouring State" is to be conducted. However, due to the prevailing 
law & order situation in the state , curfew is imposed by the State Govt. and there is restricted in 
movement by various civil society organization. Hence, the activity could not be conducted.

18

SS Chandrapur Legal Awareness Seminar 28-Nov-23

In an effort to educate and empower the young minds of Sainik School Chandrapur, a 
comprehensive seminar on the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act and 
Drug Abuse was conducted. The event was organised by the District Legal Services Authority.  
The seminar commenced with an introduction of the key speakers,  Mr. Sumit Kumar Joshi, 
Secretary of DLSA Chandrapur, and Mr. Anupam Sharma, President of TLSC Ballarpur 
emphasizing the importance of awareness and education on critical legal matters affecting 
todayâ€™s youth. Mr. Anupam Sharma, President of TLSC Ballarpur, engaged the audience with 
a compelling discourse on the prevalent issue of drug abuse among adolescents. His informative 
session delved into the repercussions of substance abuse, its legal ramifications, and avenues for 
seeking help and rehabilitation.  Following him,  Mr. Sumit Vijaykumar Joshi, Secretary of DLSA 
Chandrapur, took the podium, delivering an insightful session on the provisions and significance of 
the POCSO Act. His expertise shed light on legal rights, protections, and the protocol to combat 
and report incidents related to child sexual abuse.   The event concluded with the presenting 
mementos to the speakers by the Principal Sainik School in the presence of cadets and staff. The 
impact of this awareness programme is expected to resonate within the school community, 
fostering a deeper understanding of legal rights and responsibilities regarding child protection and 
drug abuse prevention.

19

SS Ambikapur Know your partner state 18-Nov-23

The cadets of the school were given a introduction and familiarisation of the state of Gujarat using 
various resources like video documentaries, cuisines, art forms and folk traditions. Various groups 
of cadets from the school's cultural and media clubs prepared and presented programmes and 
seminal lectures copvering all the facets of the state of Gujarat.

20
SS Tilaiya Nil NA Nil activity conducted in the month of Nov 23, since this School was observing Autumn Vacation 

from 20 Oct to 24 Nov 2023.

21

SS Amaravathinagar Nil Nil School observed Vacation till 20 Nov 23.  Therefore student exchange programme with 
neighbouring states/union territories was not conducted.  The same is being planned in December.  



22

SS Kapurthala Know your neighbouring State 27Nov 2023 to 30 
Nov 2023

A team comprising nine enthusiastic girl cadets, along with Mrs. Suman Sinha, TGT Science, 
embarked on a momentous excursion to Sainik School Kapurthala, spanning from the 27th of 
November 2023 to the 30th of November 2023. This venture was orchestrated under the Ek 
Bharat Shreshtha Bharat initiative, a laudable pursuit championed by the Government of India. 
During their sojourn, the girl cadets traversed notable landmarks including the Jallianwala Bagh, 
the Golden Temple, the BSF museum, and the Wahga Border, all within the ambit of a 
meticulously planned program. Additionally, they were privileged with an exclusive tour of the 
magnificent Jagatjit Palace, an architectural gem which proudly houses Sainik School Kapurthala. 
The cadets were not only mesmerized by the ambiance of the school's campus but also enjoyed 
the enriching camaraderie fostered through meaningful interactions with their counterparts from 
SS Kapurthala.



Number of 
Students 

Participated

NA

54

NA

on 28 Nov 2023 - 
No of participated 
cadets - 329, on 
29 Nov 2023 - No 
of participated 
cadets - 328

50



DUE TO AUTUMN 
BREAK 

VACATION NO 
ACTIVITY 

CONDUCTED

35

10

35



350

12 cadets of SS 
Kapurthal & 09 
Cadets of SS 

Kunjpura

87

86

10 cadets

NA



NA

NA

428

121

NA

0



09+01 (Staff)



Sl. Name of the 
School

Name of the Activity 
Conducted 

Date on which 
activity 

conducted
Small Write-up (250 words) on activity(s) conducted 

Number of 
Students 

Participated

1 SS Amethi
Quiz Competition on 28 
Nov 2023 and Literacy 
Fest on 29 Nov 2023

28/29 Nov 2023

Order to strengthen the unity and integrity in India under the EBSB, along with promoting a proper 
understanding of cultural, geographical, political glimpse and traditional values of paired state 
Nagaland and letter writing in English, Hindi and Regional Language to expressing or 
disseminating knowledge about the partner state Nagaland among the cadets, SS Amethi 
organized Quiz on 28 Nov 2023 at Mini Auditorium and Letter writing activity on 29 Nov 2023 
based on theme Literacy Fest. All the cadets were influenced and motivated to appreciate the 
cultural, regional and linguistic diversities as India represents ˜Unity in Diversity. All the cadets 
were impressed and inspired while participating in the Literacy Fest. 

on 28 Nov 2023 - 
No of participated 
cadets - 329, on 
29 Nov 2023 - No 
of participated 
cadets - 328

2 SS Ambikapur Know your partner state 18-Nov-23

The cadets of the school were given a introduction and familiarisation of the state of Gujarat using 
various resources like video documentaries, cuisines, art forms and folk traditions. Various groups 
of cadets from the school's cultural and media clubs prepared and presented programmes and 
seminal lectures copvering all the facets of the state of Gujarat.

121

3 SS Chandrapur Legal Awareness Seminar 28-Nov-23

In an effort to educate and empower the young minds of Sainik School Chandrapur, a 
comprehensive seminar on the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act and 
Drug Abuse was conducted. The event was organised by the District Legal Services Authority.  
The seminar commenced with an introduction of the key speakers,  Mr. Sumit Kumar Joshi, 
Secretary of DLSA Chandrapur, and Mr. Anupam Sharma, President of TLSC Ballarpur 
emphasizing the importance of awareness and education on critical legal matters affecting 
todayâ€™s youth. Mr. Anupam Sharma, President of TLSC Ballarpur, engaged the audience with 
a compelling discourse on the prevalent issue of drug abuse among adolescents. His informative 
session delved into the repercussions of substance abuse, its legal ramifications, and avenues for 
seeking help and rehabilitation.  Following him,  Mr. Sumit Vijaykumar Joshi, Secretary of DLSA 
Chandrapur, took the podium, delivering an insightful session on the provisions and significance 
of the POCSO Act. His expertise shed light on legal rights, protections, and the protocol to combat 
and report incidents related to child sexual abuse.   The event concluded with the presenting 
mementos to the speakers by the Principal Sainik School in the presence of cadets and staff. The 
impact of this awareness programme is expected to resonate within the school community, 
fostering a deeper understanding of legal rights and responsibilities regarding child protection and 
drug abuse prevention.

428

4 SS Goalpara Know your neighbouring 
state Aug-23

The Cultural Exchange Programme between S S Goalpara and  SS Chittorgarh (Partner state)  
proved to be a resounding success, fostering cultural exchange, educational enrichment, and 
mutual respect among the students. The experiences gained during this programme will 
undoubtedly contribute to the holistic development of the participating students.  We appreciate 
the opportunity for our students to participate in such enriching programmes and look forward to 
more collaborative initiatives in the future.

10 cadets



5 SS Imphal Nil NA

As a part of EBSB, students exchange programme between neighbouring States / UT under the 
activity title " Know Your Neighbouring State" is to be conducted. However, due to the prevailing 
law & order situation in the state , curfew is imposed by the State Govt. and there is restricted in 
movement by various civil society organization. Hence, the activity could not be conducted.

NA

6 SS Kalikiri Cadets Exchange 
Program 11/20/2023

The cadet exchange program between Sainik School Kodagu and Sainik School Kalikiri, as a 
component of the EK Bharat Shrestha Bharat program, was a resounding success, fostering 
cultural exchange and mutual understanding.  During the exchange, cadets from Sainik School 
Kodagu and Kalikiri immersed themselves in the rich cultural tapestry. Both institutions 
showcased their distinct cultural heritage, traditions, and values, providing a platform for students 
to appreciate the diversity within their own country.  The interaction extended beyond mere 
cultural displays, delving into the nuances of faith, beliefs, and lifestyle. Cadets engaged in 
traditional folk dances, further enhancing their understanding of each other's cultural roots. This 
cultural exchange not only broadened their perspectives but also nurtured a sense of unity in 
diversity.  One of the highlights was the exploration of traditional food styles. Cadets had the 
opportunity to savor regional delicacies, creating a gastronomic bridge that strengthened the 
bonds formed during the program.  This exchange not only contributed to cultural enrichment but 
also promoted camaraderie among students from different states. It stands as a testament to the 
potential of such programs in fostering national unity and promoting a sense of shared identity 
among the youth of our diverse nation.

50

7 SS Kapurthala Know your neighbouring 
State

27Nov 2023 to 30 
Nov 2023

A team comprising nine enthusiastic girl cadets, along with Mrs. Suman Sinha, TGT Science, 
embarked on a momentous excursion to Sainik School Kapurthala, spanning from the 27th of 
November 2023 to the 30th of November 2023. This venture was orchestrated under the Ek 
Bharat Shreshtha Bharat initiative, a laudable pursuit championed by the Government of India. 
During their sojourn, the girl cadets traversed notable landmarks including the Jallianwala Bagh, 
the Golden Temple, the BSF museum, and the Wahga Border, all within the ambit of a 
meticulously planned program. Additionally, they were privileged with an exclusive tour of the 
magnificent Jagatjit Palace, an architectural gem which proudly houses Sainik School Kapurthala. 
The cadets were not only mesmerized by the ambiance of the school's campus but also enjoyed 
the enriching camaraderie fostered through meaningful interactions with their counterparts from 
SS Kapurthala.

09+01 (Staff)

8 SS Kazhakootam Drawing Competition 29.11.23

25 cadets of Sainik School Kazhakootam and 10 cadets of Himachal Pradesh participated in the 
Drawing Competition.  Educational trips were conducted for students alongwith the HP other state 
students.  Language classes were conducted.  On 05.12.23, culinary activities like making of 
southern food items like  idiappam, avial, payasam were done.

35

9 SS Kodagu
Students exchange 
programme between 
neighbouring states

18-24 June

54 cadets visited Sainik School Kalikiri and took part in South Zone Sports Meet wherein cadets 
took part in sports and cultural activities hosted by SS Kalikiri.  It is also planned to send 70 
cadets of class 12 to visit Air Force Academy , Hyderabad to motivate our cadets to join Indian Air 
Force and provide first hand exposure to Indian Air Force

54

10 SS Korukonda Motivational Tour to 
Historical Place 28-Nov-23 Cadets of class VII visited Thotla Konda(Buddhist Monument) near visakhapatnam escorted by 03 

staff members. 87



11 SS Kunjpura

Know your neighboring 
State, students Exchange 
Programme between SS 
Kunjpura and SS 
Kapurthala

27-30 Nov 2023

12 Girl Cadets from SSKP and 09 Girl Cadets of SS Kunjpura Visited each other school to 
exchange their views regarding the cultural aspects and the culinary aspect of the neighboring 
State, Punjab. The girl cadets of both the schools interacted with each other and talked about the 
similarities in the life style of the people of both the states. The girl cadets from SSKP were shown 
a Video and PPT to focus on the peculiar aspects of Haryanvi culture and traditions.

12 cadets of SS 
Kapurthal & 09 
Cadets of SS 

Kunjpura

12 SS Rewa Visit to neighbouring state 
(Maharashtra) 24 Oct-02Nov 23

Ref to the EBSB calender Sainik School Rewa assigned the task to visit neighbouring state ie 
Maharashtra.The cadets of Sainik School Rewa of class 11 was planned to visit National Defence 
Academy Pune, National War Memorial,CME,INS Shivaji, Cave temple, BGE & OTA kamptee.On 
24 Oct 23 Cadets of Class 11 proceed for the educational tour to NDA.The i/c tour Sh Belapur 
Nagesh, Sh TM Rao & Sh RPM Tripathi.Cadets were prevalaged to see the passing out 
parade.Cadets met their seniors in the NDA.Party was organised by the Seniors (Excadets).Stay 
for the cadets was arranged at BEG regimental centre Pune.Theirafter cadets visited CME, INS 
Shivaji, Cave temple & Museum.After visiting cadets also visited the APTC Centre  &  beck to 
Nagpur .Cadets on the way visited Kamptee OTA Ncc & enjoyed the day.On 02 Dec 23 cadets 
return beck to School.

86

13 SS Rewari Special Assembly 28-Nov-23

1. A special assembly was conducted in the month of Nov 2023 on the theme/topic Festivals, 
Food and cuisine of our partner state Andhra Pradesh  . The Ek Bharat Shrestha Bhara special 
assembly celebrated the rich cultural exchange between partner states, focusing on Andhra 
Pradesh. The theme centered around the diverse festivals of Andhra Pradesh, showcasing the 
state's vibrant traditions. Cadet Neeraj (S. No. 1056)  of class X and cadet Mannu Kumar (S. No. 
1954) of class IX presented captivating speeches on festivals i.e.  Pongal, Ugadi, and other 
celebrations, emphasizing the unity in diversity. The event also highlighted the culinary heritage of 
Andhra Pradesh, with a special focus on its distinctive food cuisine. Mouthwatering dishes like 
spicy Andhra biryani, Pappu Charu, and Ariselu were explained, providing a sensory experience of 
the state's gastronomic delights. The assembly successfully fostered cultural appreciation, 
fostering a sense of oneness among students by exploring the colorful festivals and flavors of 

 Andhra Pradesh.  2.On this occasion prizes and certificates were given to the assembly 
speakers.  Wg Cdr Sunaina Chahar, Offg Principal addressed the cadets and encouraged them to 
participate more in such events to understand the culture of our partner state Andhra Pradesh. A 
total of 350 cadets participated in the above events.

350

14 SS Sambalpur STUDENT EXCHANGE 
PROGRAMME 29-Nov-23

n the month of November, 40 Yuva Sangam Delegates from Kerala visited Sainik School 
Sambalpur on 29 November and interacted with cadets in the school. The delegates were taken 
around the school and were told about the culture and practices of the state and the school. The 
cadets had an interactive session with the delegates from Kerala who ranged from college 
students to working professionals. It was an amusing experience for the cadets and the delegates 
to know more about each other's culture. The delegates also got to know more about Sainik 
Schools as wel

35



15 SS SujanpurTira
Student Exchange 
Programme with Partner 
State ' Kerala'

24 Nov to 07 Dec 
23

As part of  the scheduled acitivities under the  EBSB calendar of events for the year 2023, a 
Student Exchange Programme was conducted with the partner state, Kerala from 24 Nov, 2023 to 
7 Dec, 2023 wherein 10 cadets of class VIII of our school visited Sainik School Kazakootam, 
Kerala to explore and get acquainted with the culture, language and traditions of the state. The 
host school accorded a warm welcome to the Sujanpur Tira Team and  organized various 
activities and trips for the visiting cadets to the nearby places of historical, cultural and scientific 
importance. Among the places visited,  were the VSSC & Sree Padmanabhswamy temple, 
Priyadarshini Planetorium, Zoo and Nature Park etc. Apart from the regular school routine 
followed by the cadets, there were special language classes held for the cadets of both the 
schools wherein the students of Kerala & Himachal learned the pahari and malayalam  languages 
respectively.  The Sujanians attended regular classes along  with their Kazak counterparts and   
participated in classroom interaction which was mostly in hindi, malayalam and english languages. 
There was also a demonstration class of Art & craft for the cadets where they learned various 
tricks and techniques like mixing of colours, shading etc. in drawing & painting.  Besides 
this,speeches and  quiz competitions were also conducted for the cadets of both the schools. A 
cultural eve has been planned on 07 Dec, 2023 where the cadets of the participating  schools will 
showcase their unique culture in the form of  folk songs, PPTs and dance performances. It has 
been an altogether learning and enriching  experience for students of both the schools as they got 
to see the things by themselves and learnt a lot about each other's culture.

10
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